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Writing the Island

“An ambitious invitation to adventure 
and a literary experience.” 

IGS Principal Shauna Colnan

“An experience that transcends everything else and sends students back to 
the fundamental basics of humanity… communicating with each other.”

Director of Advancement Paul Galea 



Students select their adventure

OUTDOOR EDUCATION OPTIONS

1. Maria Island: This stream offers flexibility for groups
to design their own itinerary based on the fitness and
interest of the group. This experience sees students
spend four days exploring the beautiful Maria Island.
To get the most from this option students need a
good level of fitness and motivation. The Outdoor
Education component is Monday to Thursday, then
students travel to view Port Arthur and its surrounds
for the final day.

More information about Maria Island  >

2. Freycinet Peninsula Hike: This more challenging
Outdoor Education option is an expedition around
the Freycinet Peninsula from Monday to Thursday.
Students will carry all their equipment, clothing
and food and will experience themselves and
those around them in a different context to that of
their day-to-day lives. Immersed in the outdoors,
the students are expected to function largely
independently from their Group Leader and IGS staff
member. They will require a good level of fitness and
resilience. In addition, students will tour Port Arthur
and surroundings.

More information about Freycinet >

3. Three Capes Hike: Encompassing 46 kilometres of
cliff-hugging wildness in Australia’s far south-east,
Tasmania’s Three Capes Track is a challenging hike
and one of few places on Earth still so remote, raw
and removed from the ordinary. Students will require a
good level of fitness and resilience; however, the hike is
made easier by the fact that they stay in comfortable
eco-cabins each night. This is our only Outdoor
Education stream that does not require sleeping in
tents. After the hike, students tour Port Arthur.

More information about Three Capes  >

4. Wukalina: The Bay of Fires (takara waranta | walk with
us) Wukalina walk is a three-night, four-day Aboriginal
owned and operated guided walk based around the
magnificent natural landscape of the Larapuna (Bay
of Fires) and Wukalina (Mount William) areas in North
East Tasmania, the cultural homeland of the Palawa
people. This cultural experience will deepen students’
understanding of Palawa (Tasmanian Aboriginal)
culture and community history and immerse them
in the natural and rugged beauty of Wukalina and
Larapuna. The walk will provide an opportunity to walk
with Palawa guides in the footsteps of their traditional
people on the cultural homeland of Wukalina and
Larapuna. Students will hear first-hand Palawa creation
stories and participate in cultural practices that have
been passed down for hundreds of generations.

More information about Wukalina  >

OPTIONS

https://www.discovertasmania.com.au/about/national-parks-and-wilderness/maria-island-national-park
https://www.discovertasmania.com.au/about/national-parks-and-wilderness/freycinet-national-park-wine
https://www.threecapestrack.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFVBO6R-IHM
https://www.discovertasmania.com.au/about/national-parks-and-wilderness/maria-island-national-park
https://www.discovertasmania.com.au/about/national-parks-and-wilderness/freycinet-national-park-wineglass-bay
https://www.threecapestrack.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFVBO6R-IHM
https://www.discovertasmania.com.au/tour/wukalinawalk


NON-OUTDOOR EDUCATION EXPERIENCES

5. Art Group: Students will stay at historic Rathmore
House in the magnificent Tasmanian Central
Highlands and nestled beside the stunning Derwent
Valley. This historic sheep property was settled in
1828 and offers elegant heritage and rustic chic
accommodation near Bothwell, Hamilton, and New
Norfolk. This beautiful farmstead provides 92 acres of
beautiful surrounds to inspire our artists, including
indoor and outdoor performance spaces, platypi in
the rivulet, and local farm life. Activities have been
designed to enable students to produce their own
piece of art, capturing their responses to a unique
physical environment and reflecting on how it
changes their view of themselves and their world. The
trip draws to a close with a visit to MONA.

6. Drama and Film Group: This group will be spending

their time in Tasmania in New Norfolk and surrounds

staying at Base Camp Tasmania a wildlife sanctuary

and bush retreat. They will explore the local historical

landmarks and learn to connect with the voices of

Tasmania. A visit to Port Arthur and tour of the site

will assist the students and staff to connect with the

history of the area and contribute to inspiration for

their final film and drama productions.

7. Unzoo: This group will participate in a volunteer 
program at the Unzoo in Taranna, Tasmania. Instead of 
animals in enclosures for the benefit of humans, an Unzoo 
invites visitors into natural habitats in which cages or barriers 
are removed or concealed. Students will volunteer at the 
Unzoo and work with the keepers to maintain the zoo and 
the animals within it as well as experience the night time 
tracking of the local wildlife, through the Devil Tracker 
program. Professor John Hamilton will offer students an 
innovative, multi-layered wildlife and nature experience that 
is unique in the world. Students will consider ideas which 
could aim to persuade the general public about the need for 
more resourcing and sustainable practices to provide 
solutions to improve outcomes for the local wildlife.

OPTIONS

https://rathmore.com.au/
https://rathmore.com.au/
https://mona.net.au/
https://rathmore.com.au/
https://tasmaniandevilunzoo.com.au/


EXPERIENCES

Students capture and share their experiences 

All Writing the Island, Tasmania SAGE experiences require students to produce both an 
exhibition piece and a written reflection related to their field of interest. Upon returning to 
school in Term 4, students will also showcase their work to their families through a night of 
celebration at a date to be confirmed.

The War Rages On Ryan Kitchin (2020)

No noise, just sound.
The wind slowly flows through my hands.
The birds sing like angels from the clouds.
The peace remains but slowly,
The war is continuing.

Surrounded by the bright green grass.
Slowly seeping through bright yellow moss
Stands the fiercest tree, for as long as the eye can see,
She conducts the sweet symphony of the sea.
But the war is coming to land.

The tree stands twenty feet high,
With a million limbs reaching far and wide.
Its wisdom comes from years of sight,
And its branches hold on with all their might.
But the war is coming for her.

Standing on the edge of the coast,
The rocks there would surely know her the most.
Her loyal soldiers, whether rough or smooth,
Put up a ferocious defence.
But the rocks are beginning to tire.

The water slowly ripples through the sea,
The perfect soldiers one by one,
Jumping on, hissing at these loyal soldiers,
Slowly sinking these tormented rocks,
And the sea is winning the war.

Surely, the water will win this war,
Eroding the soil where this great tree stands,
Exposing the cracked bare branches,
And attacking these loyal soldiers,
But the tree is continuing to fight.

So here we are now,
With the water raging on,
Causing irreversible damage along the coast.
But the tree stands strong and the rocks stand with it.
The war isn’t over, not quite yet.

Iron to Rust Amelie Kenney (2020)

My boot snaps.
The bones
Of a grandfather gum
Lines crossed.
My breath muffles
The cries
Of a babbling brook.
Voice lost.
My fingers quash
The moss
In its fearless pursuit.
Growth’s cost,
My eyes catch
The wombat
In its secretive journey.
Across,
My presence changes
The environment
As oxygen causes iron
To rust.
My touch damages
Natures’ essence
But can its hurt be lessened?
It must.

I Have Changed Allegra Welsh (2020)

I have changed.
Like this land has changed.
Like this land has shifted and shaped itself from what it once 
was to a shadow of its former self.
A shadow cast by the building blocks placed upon it  
by those who do not belong here.
I have changed like the rivers that have been  
replaced with roads.
The waters once raced and now they lie still.
Streets waiting for the silver arrows of rain that  
echo remnants of the lakes.
I have changed.
Like the sea has changed.
Like the sea has changed from a once unstoppable  
force rid of sickly poisons,
To icy wetness containing pretty human venom.
Glass shards washing ashore like tiny stars.
I have changed.
Like the changes the Earth can never undo.
We must change.
I will change.
I have changed.



EXPERIENCES

Members of the IGS Class of 2020 reflect on their  
experiences of Tasmania: Writing the Island

“It’s unbelievable. You feel like you’re in the middle of nowhere  
and all you can hear and see is nature all around you.”  

Eliza Brunsdon 

“Who wouldn’t want to take up the opportunity to walk on  
and become connected to this beautiful part of the world?” 

Declan McDonald 

“I’ve learnt so much about filming using this advanced 
equipment and technology on this trip, it’s awesome.”  

George Catt

“The flora and fauna is like nothing like we’ve ever seen before.”  

Mia Thorburn

“Learning about the Indigenous  
history of this land was very  
raw and confronting, but very 
important for us to understand. 
Tasmania truly is the master  
of beauty.”  

Felix Sharpe 

“There have been so many  
new experiences, challenges  
overcome and friendships  
made in a week.”  

Tea-Anna Murrin 

“This SAGE trip to Tasmania has changed my 
perspective in the way I think of nature.”  

Alek Markovski 

“Being out there for days as a group, you really learn a lot about  
your peers and understand how you can work with one another, 
combining each person’s strengths, to accomplish different goals.” 

Bridget Milkovitsch
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